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SUMMARY

Senior CAE engineer specialized in explicit finite element simulations, with main focus
on crashworthiness. Wide knowledge of computer aided design within the automotive,
construction and offshore sectors. Deep interest in and knowledge to develop
simulation methods to find new effective methods, especially in the areas of
optimization and stochastic. Always wants to exceed the customer’s expectation. Have
a positive attitude and a distinct sense of nurturing relationships with both customers
and employees.

HIGHLIGHTS



PhD in Surgery and Perioperative Sciences at Umeå University.



Managed several multi million (SEK) projects building computer finite element
models of passenger cars. The results were on time and with state-of-the-art
quality, despite lack of resources.



Responsible for all CAE development of a high strength non-corrosive frontal
bumper in a research project aiming at reducing weight by 25%, while maintaining
cost and all technical specifications. Despite of very complex requirements the
project was a success, much due to extensive optimization using computer
simulations.

EDUCATION

1993 – 1997 Chalmers University of Technology,
Masters in Civil Engineering, Focus on Applied Mechanics
2002 – 2003 University of Gothenburg,
1 year Psychology and Work and Organization Psychology
2010 – 2015 Umeå University,
PhD in Surgery and Perioperative Sciences

PROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

1998 – 2000 Caran Automotive
Worked as junior CAE engineer performing mainly finite element
analyses. Partly worked with computer system management and
software development.
 Performed motion analysis and mooring design for several off shore
structures, using computer simulations.
 Performed frontal, side and rollover crash simulations in the
development of the Saab 9-3 MY03.
2000 – 2012 Epsilon
Worked as mentor for younger CAE engineers and project leader for
in-house projects. Worked for three years as group manager. Technical
specialist within structural and interior crashworthiness, with special
interest in human FE modeling as well as modelling of thermoplastics
 Responsible for CAE activities and in most cases project leader in
several crash safety related research projects funded by Swedish
authorities, e.g. The Swedish Road Administration and Vinnova
(Swedish Governmental Agency for Innovation Systems).
 Responsible for CAE activities in several crashworthiness predevelopment projects at Saab Automobile.
 Worked as responsible senior CAE engineer towards many
passenger car OEMs, e.g. Autoliv, Visteon, Meridian, Delphi and
SAPA. Examples of analyzed products are; bumper beams, seat





2010 –2015

structures, steering columns and steering beams.
Performed simulation method development, mainly in the areas of
low speed impact simulations, simulation of thermoplastics under
high strain rates, and simulation of interior safety focusing on human
FE models.
Implemented shock and vibration simulation methods in other
disciplines, e.g. nuclear, telecom, offshore, packaging, and medicine.
Examples of customers are Vattenfall, Ericsson, Tetra Pack and
Astra.

Umeå University
 Research focus on injury mechanisms in frontal impacts in passenger
cars, with special attention to oblique impacts. This was carried out
by combining numerical FE simulations with database analysis of real
life crash data.

2013 –

ÅF


PROFESSIONAL
PUBLICATIONS

Epsilon was merged with ÅF as per Jan 1:st 2013.
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AWARDS

2008 First runner up in Swedish Technology and Design competition for younger
consultants in areas of architect, technology, or industry.
1999 Awarded the John Ericsson medallion for outstanding scholarship for the degree of
masters of science in engineering

